Focusing on intuitive operations and common workflows, the new user interface (UI) of BroadBandPro 5 and other features enable enterprises to efficiently manage and support growing networks.

End-to-end network management is easier with the visibility provided by Map displays, Topology Views, and Intuicom’s tabular formats. This visibility across the entire network provides administrators with the information needed to drill down and simplify the management of all network devices.
Empowering Your Connectivity

Top reasons why BroadBandPro 5 should be on your devices now. Using BroadBandPro 5 software with Intuicom’s networking hardware products will:

1. **Simplify** all aspects of Network Management
2. **Support** more efficient Network Operations: users will spend less time and learn more about their networks from configuration to build out, to management and expansion.
3. **Optimize** Return on Investment (ROI)

Reimagined & Redesigned for the User

The updates and new features of BroadBandPro 5 have been designed with the operators in mind. Developed to incorporate all the great attributes of the last decade with new capabilities focused on improving workflow, BroadBandPro 5 adds a fresh look and feel to improve the UI and simplify the user journey.
Reimagined and Redesigned for Simplicity in All Stages of Use

VISUALIZE the Big Picture
- Real-Time Mapviews provide Performance Status - Up to the minute operational criteria, with access to any node and all performance and configuration details.
- Live Link Status displays both sides of the radio link.
- Wireless Topology which can be used to optimize and reconfigure your network to improve performance or enhance security.
- Optional Dark and Light themes available. Designed to provide the personalization to fit into your operational environment.

CONFIGURATION Made Simple
- Access to Configuration Parameter from any Network Views.
- Intuicom’s unique Drag & Drop tool simplifies on-boarding new nodes.
- Dedicated Dashboards adds an intuitive and consistent approach to device configuration.
- Immediate access to the configuration screen from anywhere.
- Pre-configure Intuicom devices so they will be automatically connected.
- Connectivity to Mobile Networks available using Intuicom’s Port-Forwarding feature.

OPTIMIZE & MANAGE for Best Performance
- Complete Network Customization & Control - With BroadBandPro 5, you can filter your network by radio name, IP address, station roles, access point roles, and every other combination possible.
- Wireless and Data Statistics Monitoring displays in real time.
- The Alarm Center provides a comprehensive status and analysis report of the entire wireless network.
- Event Logging Dashboard monitors your complete network health on a single screen.
- Advanced Reporting features provide for extensive graphic and tabular reports for all units across the network.
With premier standard-setting software and field-proven, rugged broadband installations, Intuicom is the premier provider of reliable, robust solutions for point-to-point, point-to-multipoint, and mesh networks. From high-bandwidth wireless backhaul solutions to complex networks, customers trust Intuicom to meet their needs. Our unsurpassed customer service will make sure your questions are answered, and our technical expertise in wireless, networking, and field installations ensure a successful deployment.

Download a free copy of this innovative software at www.intuicom.com

Learn how Intuicom can help with all your wireless needs. Contact us today (303) 449-4330